Wide field near-IR surveys have revealed a population of galaxies with very red optical−IR colors, which have been termed "Extremely Red Objects" (EROs). Modeling suggests that such red colors (R − K > 5) could be produced by galaxies at z > ∼ 1 with either very old stellar populations or very high dust extinction. Recently it has been discovered that EROs are strongly clustered. Are these objects the high redshift progenitors of present day giant ellipticals? Are they already massive at this epoch? Are they the descendents of the z ∼ 3 Lyman Break Galaxies (LBG), which have also been identified as high redshift progenitors of giant ellipticals? We address these questions within the framework of the Cold Dark Matter paradigm using an analytic model that connects the number density and clustering or bias of an observed population with the halo occupation function (the number of observed galaxies per halo of a given mass). We find that EROs reside in massive dark matter halos, with average mass M > 10 13 h −1 100 M ⊙ . The occupation function that we derive for EROs is very similar to the one we derive for z = 0, L > L * early type galaxies. This suggests that EROs may have evolved into presentday giant ellipticals with very little merging. In contrast, the occupation function for LBGs is skewed towards much smaller host halo masses ( M ≈ 10 11−12 h −1 100 M ⊙ ), suggesting that either these objects are the progenitors of less massive galaxies, or else experience considerable mass growth by merging in the interim.
introduction
The first generation of deep near-IR surveys turned up a population of objects not represented in optical surveys (Elston, Rieke, & Rieke 1988; Elston, Rieke, & Rieke 1989; McCarthy, Persson, & West 1992; Hu & Ridgway 1994; Cowie et al. 1994; Moustakas et al. 1997; Barger et al. 1999 ; Thompson et al. 1999 ). These objects are remarkable for their very red optical−infrared colors (e.g. R − K > 6), and hence gained the moniker "Extremely Red Objects" (EROs). Using either empirical templates or stellar population modeling, it is found that these extreme colors could be produced in galaxies at z > ∼ 1 with either a very old and quiescent stellar population or very large dust extinction (see e.g. Firth et al. 2001 , Fig. 1 ). At these redshifts, the observed magnitudes K < ∼ 19 imply large luminosities, L > L * . Taken together, these clues hint that EROs could be the elusive high redshift progenitors of present-day giant ellipticals, already massive and with evolved stellar populations at an epoch when the total age of the Universe is only 4 − 5 Gyr. If correct, this clearly would have dramatic implications for theories of galaxy formation.
For several years, further progress in the interpretation of these objects was hindered by the difficulty of obtaining reliable measurements of their number densities and redshifts. The surface densities of EROs measured in the early fields varied widely (e.g. Cowie et al. 1994; Moustakas et al. 1997 ; Thompson et al. 1999) , perhaps not surprisingly in view of the small volumes that had been probed. In addition, the faintness and apparent lack of dramatic spectral features has made a systematic spectroscopic study of a large sample of EROs impractical. Heroic spectroscopic efforts directed at a few objects secured several high-SNR spectra, demonstrating that some of the EROs indeed contain predominantly old stellar populations with very little recent star formation and are at redshifts of z ∼ 1 (Spinrad et al. 1997; Dunlop et al. 1996) . Some, however, appear to be heavily dust enshrouded starburst galaxies, similar to local ULIRGs, also at redshifts z ∼ 1 (Graham & Dey 1996; Smail et al. 1999) . The dichotomy in the interpretation of the bulk of EROs as "old, red, and dead" versus dusty starbursts has important theoretical implications for the assembly and star formation history of galaxies (e.g. Zepf 1997) , as the former would seem to fit in more easily with some variant on the classical "monolithic collapse" scenario of spheroid formation (Eggen, Lynden-Bell, & Sandage 1962) at high redshift, while the latter would be expected in a hierarchical, CDM-based scenario, in which ellipticals form in gas-rich mergers.
Recently, the completion of portions of several wide field surveys with multi-band, optical to near-IR photometry (e.g. Daddi et al. 2000; Firth et al. 2001; Chen et al. 2001; Olding et al. 2001; Martini 2001 ) has led to several interesting developments. The area surveyed is finally large enough that the global average surface density of EROs is more robustly measured (though still with some uncertainty) to limiting magnitudes K ≈ 19−20. These surveys have also shown that the EROs are strongly clustered on the sky, with an angular clustering amplitude ≈ 10 times larger than the overall population at the same limiting magnitude. To obtain estimates of the real-space clustering, one needs redshift information. Obtaining large numbers of spectroscopic redshifts has proven to be all but intractable, but photometric redshifts indicate that EROs selected at, for example, I − H < 3, lie in a relatively narrow redshift range with a mean of z ≃ 1.2 ). This implies a real-space correlation length of r 0 ∼ 9 − 10 h −1 100 Mpc Firth et al. 2001; Daddi et al. 2001 , precise values depending on the color and magnitude cut), comparable to z = 0 early type galaxies.
Knowledge about the clustering properties of these objects provides important clues about their nature and their connection with other populations. In the Cold Dark Matter (CDM) paradigm, massive halos correspond to rare peaks in the density field and are therefore strongly clustered. Thus we expect a strong correlation between halo mass and clustering amplitude, and the description of this correlation by analytic theories (Mo & White 1996; Sheth & Tormen 1999) agrees quite well with the results of Nbody simulations. If we can determine the values of cosmological parameters by other means, then in principle we can use the observed clustering properties of any population to constrain the possible masses of the host dark matter halos. In practice, an added complication is the unknown "occupation function" of the observed population; i.e. the number of observed galaxies per dark matter halo as a function of halo mass. For any numberor pair-weighted statistic like the correlation function, this effectively gives different weights to halos of different masses. The occupation function in essence provides the link between an observed population and the theoretically tractable population of dark matter halos.
In this paper, we make use of a simple analytic model for galaxy clustering, based on the approach introduced in Wechsler et al. (2001) and Bullock, Wechsler, & Somerville (2001, BWS01) . In this model, we parametrize the occupation function using a simple functional form, a power law characterized by three parameters: a minimum mass, a slope, and a normalization. This form may be motivated by more detailed models of galaxy formation such as semi-analytic models or hydrodynamic simulations (see e.g. Benson et al. 2001) . Similar treatments have been presented by e.g., Seljak (2001) , Scoccimarro et al. (2001) , and Berlind & Weinberg (2001) . Simultaneous information on the number density of a population as well as its clustering on small and large scales can effectively constrain all three parameters of the occupation function expressed in this way (BWS01). However, measuring the small scale clustering requires accurate redshifts which are not always available, as in the case of the EROs. Therefore, here we treat the slope of the occupation function as a free parameter and investigate the allowed range of values for the minimum mass and normalization, based on the constraints from the number density and large scale clustering of EROs. We use similar constraints for local giant ellipticals and the z ∼ 3 Lyman Break Galaxies (LBGs) to derive their occupation functions, and use this information to speculate on the relationship of these populations to the intermediate redshift EROs.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In §2, we summarize the relevant observational data for the three populations that we will study: local giant ellipticals (gEs), intermediate redshift EROs, and high redshift LBGs. In §3, we provide a brief summary of the analytic model. We present our model results in §4, where we also contrast these results with a simple galaxy-conserving model. In §5 we draw the summary and main conclusions.
All computations are carried out for a ΛCDM cosmology, with Ω Λ = 0.7, Ω 0 = 0.3, and a power-spectrum normalization of σ 8 = 0.9. In calculating the power spectrum, we assume H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 , but all results are scaled to h 100 ≡ H 0 /(100 km s −1 Mpc −1 ) = 1.0.
2. observational constraints For any given population of interest, we require the comoving volume density and a measure of the clustering strength. In general, observed correlation functions are characterized by a power law functional form,
We can then convert this to a bias value, where the bias represents the clustering strength of the galaxies (ξ g ) with respect to that of the dark matter (ξ DM ) at a given epoch and scale. Several different definitions of bias appear in the literature; we use the ratio of the correlation functions at 8 h
The correlation amplitude of the dark matter is straightforward to obtain for an assumed cosmological model, using either numerical simulations or analytic approximations. We compute the correlation function of the dark matter in our chosen cosmology from the GIF/VIRGO N-body ΛCDM simulation (Jenkins et al. 1998) . Using the correlation function on linear scales (where it is wellapproximated by a power-law), we parametrize the comoving correlation length scale r 0 and the correlation function slope γ as a function of redshift in a convenient analytic form (see also Somerville et al. 2001a): log 10 (r 0DM h −1 ) = log 10 (5.00) − 0.00142 − 0.419 log 10 (1 + z) −
log
(4) The DM correlation scale as a function of redshift is shown in Fig. 3 .
We consider three observed populations:
• Local giant elliptical galaxies (gEs, z ∼ 0)
• Extremely Red Objects (EROs, z ∼ 1.2)
• Lyman Break Galaxies (LBGs, z ∼ 3)
The definition of each of these populations is somewhat arbitrary, particularly in the case of the high redshift objects about which not very much is known. As we will rely on results from the literature, we are restricted to definitions used there. For local ellipticals, we use the number density of morphologically selected early type galaxies brighter than M B − 5 log h 100 = −19.5 from the Southern Sky Redshift Survey (SSRS) of Willmer, da Costa, & Pellegrini (1998) , and approximate correlation function parameters r 0 = 8 ± 1 h −1 100 Mpc and γ = −1.9 ± 0.1 (e.g. Brown et al. 2000; Cabanac et al. 2000; Hermit et al. 1996; Loveday et al. 1995) . It is disappointing that the clustering properties of local early-type galaxies are not better determined; however, the situation will be greatly improved soon when clustering results for subsamples selected by color or morphological type from the 2dF and Sloan Digital Sky Survey are published -already there are large, well-defined samples extracted from these surveys (e.g. Bernardi et al. 2001 ).
The situation is at least as problematic, if not more so, for EROs. Unfortunately there is no real consensus in the literature regarding what should be deemed "extremely red", and in any case any simple color cut is bound to be somewhat arbitrary. This confusion is compounded by the broad range of filters used in these surveys. We refer the reader to Firth et al. (2001) for typical transformations between several commonly used sets of colors for "typical" galaxy spectra. Some typical color cuts used to define EROs include R − K > 5 or 6, R − H > 4 or 5, I − H > 3 or 4, I − K > 4. Another caution is that the surface densities (and therefore space densities and spatial correlation scales) all appear to be very sensitive to the precise color cuts and magnitude limits assumed. We adopt the values from McCarthy et al. (2001) and Firth et al. (2001) , which are for galaxies with H < 20.5 and I − H > 3, corresponding approximately to a median rest-frame M B magnitude of M B = −20.3 .
Lyman Break galaxies (LBGs) are defined as in the sample of Adelberger et al. (1998) , using a color-color cut and an (AB) magnitude limit of R < 25.5 (Steidel et al. 1996) . We use the correlation function parameters determined by Adelberger (2000) , and compute the comoving volume density using the selection function given by Steidel et al. (1999) ; see BWS01 for details. We use the same overall correction for incompleteness and the selection function adopted by Wechsler et al. (2001) .
The relevant clustering parameters for the dark matter, based on equations 3 and 4, are presented in Table 1 , and the observables discussed above are summarized in Table 2 . are independent of M 1 (which represents the mass of a halo that will host on average one galaxy). Combined with a measurement of the space density (curved dotted lines, in units of h 3 100 Mpc −3 ) of a galaxy population, both M 1 and M min are uniquely determined (for an assumed slope α).
3. an analytic model for galaxy clustering Our model has only two moving parts. We adopt analytic approximations connecting the masses of dark matter halos with their number densities and clustering strengths (Press & Schechter 1974; Mo & White 1996; Sheth & Tormen 1999) . We then parameterize the relationship between dark matter halos and their galaxies (the occupation function) using a simple functional form. This allows us to predict the number density and large scale bias for a population with a given occupation function, or conversely, to invert observed values of the number density and bias to obtain the corresponding occupation function parameters.
For the halo mass function, we use the analytic expression developed by Sheth & Tormen (1999) , which agrees fairly well with the results of N-body simulations (see also Jenkins et al. 2001) :
Here, σ is the linear rms variance of the power spectrum on the mass scale M at redshift z and ν ≡ δ c /σ, where δ c ≃ 1.686 is the critical overdensity value for collapse. The other parameters are a = 0.707, p = 0.30, and c = 0.163, which were chosen to match N-body simulations with the same cosmology and power spectrum as the one we have assumed. The comoving number density of galaxies is then given by the integral over the halo mass function dn h /dM , weighted by the appropriate galaxy occupation function:
We determine the large-scale bias for galaxies by integrating the expected bias of halos as a function of mass b h (M ), weighted by the galaxy occupation function N g :
For the halo bias b h , we use the expression of Sheth & Tormen (1999) :
The final missing piece is the galaxy occupation function N g (M ), or the number of observed galaxies per halo, at a given magnitude limit and redshift, and as a function of halo mass. The occupation function is determined, in reality, by the host of interwoven astrophysical processes controlling gas cooling, star formation, feedback, and so on. It may be computed from first principles using detailed models of galaxy formation, i.e. semi-analytic models (Somerville et al. 2001a; Benson et al. 2001) or hydrodynamic simulations . Numerous studies have run these "forward" models to fill dark matter halos with galaxies, and then evaluated whether the resulting number densities and clustering properties match observations for various different populations (e.g. Wechsler et al. 2001; Somerville, Primack, & Faber 2001b; Katz, Hernquist, & Weinberg 1999) . Alternatively, an empirical approach may be taken, which bypasses the necessity of making any assumptions about the physics of galaxy formation. If a specific functional form for the occupation function is adopted, its parameters can be constrained by appealing directly to observations. For example, Peacock & Smith (2000) do this using the observed luminosity function of groups, and Berlind & Weinberg (2001) use the clustering properties of nearby galaxies. In this paper, we choose a simple power law form, with a normalization M 1 , a slope α and a low-mass cutoff M min :
This functional form is a reasonably good approximation to the occupation function predicted by semi-analytic and hydrodynamic models White, Hernquist, & Springel 2001) . Physically, the parameter M min represents the smallest mass halo that can ever host a galaxy, and M 1 represents the mass of a halo that will host on average one galaxy. The slope α represents how strongly the number of galaxies per halo depends on halo mass. As one expects larger mass halos to host more galaxies than smaller mass halos, we restrict our analysis to α > 0. The large-scale linear bias b g is independent of the normalization of the occupation function M 1 and determines M min (for a fixed value of α; see Fig. 1 ). The normalization M 1 is then fixed by the required number density. We also define the "average" host halo mass, M :
Once we have determined the occupation function parameters using a set of observations at a fixed redshift, we can then calculate the observables (correlation length and number density) for a population with the same occupation function at different redshifts ( §4.1). This can be used to determine whether observed populations at different redshifts are likely to occupy halos with similar masses -for example, to determine if the halos occupied by EROs are similar in mass to those that host nearby giant ellipticals. This is discussed in §4.2.
results

Solving for the Galaxy Occupation Function Parameters
In this section, we use the observational constraints outlined in §2 and the formalism summarized in §3 to obtain constraints on the allowed range of values for the parameters describing the galaxy occupation function. We carry out the analysis at redshift z = 0 for giant ellipticals, at z = 1.2 for EROs, and at z = 3 for LBGs. Subsequently, we will investigate the implications for interpreting the connections between these populations.
In Fig. 1 , we show the solutions in the two-dimensional parameter space M min vs. M 1 for fixed values of the observed galaxy number density n g and bias b g at several redshifts. For purposes of illustration, we have fixed the slope of the occupation function to α = 0.8. Whereas in the future it will be possible to use spatial clustering properties on small scales to constrain the value of α (see BWS01), in this paper we must treat α effectively as a free parameter. We note, however, that in semi-analytic models ( the value of α is close to 0.7 − 0.9 for bright galaxies, and so will concentrate on a fiducial value α = 0.8 in parts of the discussion. The limiting case of "one galaxy per halo", corresponding to α = 0, is a degenerate case in our model. The parameter M 1 becomes undefined, and the clustering and number density are solely determined by M min . Moreover, the maximum value of M min is obtained for α = 0. Fig. 1 allows us to read off the values of M min and M 1 for any desired values of the observables n g and b g . For example, at z = 0, using the values of n g and b g for L > L * ellipticals from Table 2 , we can see these galaxies occupy halos with masses M > 10 13 h −1 100 M ⊙ . This is consistent with the predictions of semi-analytic models (Somerville et al. 2001a; Benson et al. 2000) , and with observationally determined cluster masses.
In Fig. 2 , we show the solutions for the occupation function parameters for the three populations, for different values of the slope α. Higher values of M min correspond to lower values of α. The maximum value for M min is obtained for the limiting assumption of one object per halo, α = 0, and is depicted by labelled vertical lines for each case. The filled areas show the full range of parameter space allowed by the inversion of the chosen values for the space density and correlation length of each population with their stated uncertainties (Table reftab:data). The minimum mass M min is almost independent of α for the strongly clustered local ellipticals and the EROs. For the more weakly clustered LBGs, the minimum halo mass is a stronger function of α. We also show the average host halo mass M , which is even less dependent on α for all cases. From this figure, we see that the clustering and number density of EROs are consistent with their occupying halos of similar masses to those that harbor present-day L > L * ellipticals. In contrast, LBGs must occupy halos that are several orders of magnitude smaller in mass.
Although LBGs are not the main focus of this paper, as they have been the topic of so many analyses of this type, and because our results differ significantly from some of those in the literature, it is perhaps worth a brief digression to discuss the reasons for this difference. Some past analyses have used the clustering of LBGs to argue that they are harbored by halos with considerably larger masses of ≃ 10 12 M ⊙ (e.g. Steidel et al. 1996; Giavalisco et al. 1998) . One reason for this is that early results on the observational clustering values based on a few fields yielded considerably larger correlation lengths, r 0 = 6 h −1 100 Mpc ), corresponding to bias values of b ≈ 2.7 (using our definition of bias). Apparently, the LBGs in these fields showed an unusually strong degree of clustering, and more recent results based on considerably larger areas have yielded lower values; for example, Giavalisco & Dickinson (2001) find r 0 = 3.2 ± 0.7, and Adelberger (2000) finds r 0 = 3.8 ± 0.3 (see the broader compilation and discussion in Wechsler et al. 2001) . The corresponding values of the linear bias (using our standard definition) are b ∼ 1.4-1.9. Differing definitions of bias lead to a still broader range of values; for example Adelberger et al. (1998) 12 M ⊙ , consistent with the value obtained by those authors. Note that our results are also consistent with those of Wechsler et al. (2001) , in which a detailed treatment of LBG clustering based on semi-analytic modeling combined with N-body simulations was carried out, and with BWS01, which used an analytic model similar to the one used here. BWS01 obtained further constraints on the slope of the occupation function 0.9 < ∼ α < ∼ 1.1 from small scale clustering data 2 . 
Relating Populations at Different Redshifts
Having solved for the occupation function parameters for these three populations, we can now ask what the bias, correlation length, and number density would be for a population with the same occupation function at a different redshift (e.g. with α = 0.8). This is shown in Fig. 3 using the prescription described above. It should be noted that this plot is not meant to represent the actual evolution of a particular object. In the hierarchical clustering paradigm, the mass of a particular object would change with time as a result of merging and mass accretion. Rather, it is a closer representation of what we would find if we could somehow select a sample with a fixed mass threshold at different redshifts. We find that ERO-type objects at z ∼ 1.2, when run 'forward in time', within the current observational uncertainties have a similar bias and correlation length as z ≈ 0 L > L * ellipticals. In contrast, when the ERO halos or z = 0 elliptical halos are run backward in time, they are both considerably rarer, more clustered, and more biased than LBGs. The same conclusion is reached when LBG halos are run forward in time. This naïve model ignores how the occupation and correlation function parameters intrinsic to a population might evolve. In particular, we have assumed that the slope of the galaxy correlation function γ g is constant with redshift. Fig. 3 . The dark solid line shows the correlation scale of the dark matter.
The galaxy conserving model
It is useful to also consider a null-hypothesis model for describing clustering evolution. If galaxies are assumed to form with some "bias at birth" and then to evolve without merging or changing their luminosity, their relative positions will change solely as dictated by gravity. This is a fluid flow problem, and the behavior of galaxies as tracers of the underlying matter will obey the continuity and Euler equations (Peebles 1980) . Fry (1996) worked out this conceptually simple "galaxy conserving" model, wherein the linear bias evolves by
(11) Here, D is the growth factor of the universe for our adopted cosmology, and b 0 is the "bias at birth" of the population. For b 0 we can use the bias values at the redshift of observation, and then trace the evolution forward and backward in time again. Implicit in this model is that there is no merging or any loss of identity for any of the galaxy-particles (see also Tegmark & Peebles 1998 ). In this model, as the universe expands, the bias decreases monotonically and the correlation scale tends towards that of the underlying dark matter (Fry 1996) . The results using this model are shown in Fig. 4 , and show that there is only a marginal possible connection between LBGs and local luminous ellipticals. The extrapolation of EROs' clustering properties to z ≈ 0 suggest that they would correspond to a very strongly clustered local population, even more biased than L > L * ellipticals today.
5. summary and conclusions Extremely Red Objects are an intriguing population which may be the z ≈ 1 progenitors of giant ellipticals. Recent results from Wide-Field Near-IR selected surveys with multi-band photometry have made it possible to obtain angular clustering and photometric redshift estimates for these objects, allowing the number density and real-space correlation length to be derived from the angular clustering and surface density (Daddi et al. 2001; McCarthy et al. 2001; Firth et al. 2001) . These data provide important clues about the nature of EROs by constraining the masses of halos that harbor them in a ΛCDM hierarchical model of structure formation. We have used an analytic model, combining a simple parameterization of the occupation function of dark matter halos with analytic approximations for halo number density and bias, to constrain the masses of halos harboring EROs. We apply the same approach to z = 0 ellipticals and z = 3 LBGs, and using this information, speculate on the connection between these populations and EROs. Our main conclusions may be summarized as follows:
• EROs at z ∼ 1.2 occupy halos with minimum masses M min ≃ 10 13 h −1 100 M ⊙ , with an average halo mass of ≃ 5 × 10 13 M ⊙ -in other words, EROs are generally located in rich groups or clusters, at high redshift. These results are rather insensitive to the assumed value of the slope of the occupation function α.
• Elliptical galaxies at z ∼ 0 with L > L * occupy halos with very similar masses to those harboring EROs, lending support to the hypothesis that EROs may be the progenitors of present day giant ellipticals in clusters.
• Recent results on the measured clustering of Lyman-break galaxies at z ∼ 3 imply that they occupy much smaller mass halos than EROs or local ellipticals, with M min ≈ 10 10−11 M ⊙ and M ≈ 10 11−12 M ⊙ . This does not necessarily imply that LBGs are not the progenitors of present-day L > L * ellipticals, only that their halos must experience considerable mass growth via merging if indeed LBGs are to grow into giant ellipticals.
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